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Broad & Diverse Portfolio

More than 50 years experience in space system design, development, operations and sustainment

Satellite Communications
Remote Sensing
Weather & Environment
Missile Defense
Positioning, Navigation & Timing

Space Transportation
Space Science
Strategic Deterrence
Space Exploration

Rich Multi-Mission Domain Expertise
The Men and Women of Lockheed Martin

- 116,000 employees
- 60,000 scientists, engineers, and IT professionals
- 500 + facilities across the US and operating in 70 countries

Partners Helping Customers Achieve Their Goals
An Engineering Revolution
Space Systems Company Locations

Broad and Deep Competencies Enlivened By a Diverse Program Base
Space Systems Colorado Operations

- >4,000 employees
- Facilities:
  - Manufacturing
  - Satellite integration and test
  - Advanced simulation
- Programs and Operations:
  - Robotic space exploration
  - Human exploration system
  - Special programs
  - Satellite navigation systems
  - Earth observation systems
Community Engagement & Volunteerism

• Dedicated to the communities in which we do business
• Donate $25 million annually:
  - STEM education outreach
  - Customer and constituent support
  - Community involvement

• In 2012, employees provided essential and generous community support:
  - 1.0 million hours of community volunteer service … and
  - $21 million through workplace giving campaigns, donations to colleges and universities, and the Lockheed Martin Employee Disaster Relief Fund.

Helping to Strengthen the Quality of Life In Our Country and Communities
Colorado Space Grant Consortium:

- Affiliates Across Colorado
- A Strong Partner in Diversity & Inclusion
- Strong emphasis on workforce development
- Hands-on emphasis with numerous robotic and space programs
ALL-STAR, LM SSC & COSGC Going Big!
My First – ALL STAR Student Team